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Hoby Horn founded Horn Equipment Company, LLC (HEC) in 1979 which is located in Moore, Oklahoma.  HEC specializes in 
manufacturing, custom manufacturing, remanufacturing and rental of pressure control equipment for drilling, work over, snubbing, 
production and fracturing operations in the oil and gas industry.  Our equipment undergoes engineering, machining, welding, stress 

relieving, assembling and testing processes. 

        We carry a large inventory available for immediate shipment in our
 warehouses.

   We stress relieve all equipment in our heat oven over a specified time and 
heat range.

   All pressure control equipment undergoes rigourous testing to over 1.5 times 
the rated pressure to ensure safe and reliable operation in our test booths
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HEC currently holds the following certificates of authority to use API Monogram:
API Spec 6A –Adapters and Spacer Spools, Valves, Flanged Connectors,
         Tees and Crosses

API Spec 16A – Ram BOP, Annular BOP, Drilling Spool, Adapter,
                           Loose Connections
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HEC has a top notch industrial welding facility 
dedicated to providing the best service avail-
able; qualified in SMAW (STICK), GMAW (MIG), 
FCAW (FLUX CORE), GTAW (TIG), AND SAW 
(SUBMERGED ARC) welding processes in 
4130-75k.  Inconel & Stainless Steel in-lay is 

available. 

     HEC offers these processes as completely 
computer-aided, semi-computer aided, or by 

hand from a certified welder.

Magnet-particle inspection comes standard; 
X-ray inspection available 
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Turn-table aided SAW (Submerged 
Arc Welding) process on a remanu-
factured Spherical Blowout Preventer

Welding facility 

SMAW welding process on a remanu-
factured LWS door cavity

Computer aided SAW (Submerged 
Arc Welding) on ram bore cavity on a 
remanufactured Type-U style Blowout 
Preventer



HEC offers a complete line of machining to fit the needs 
of our customers.  Our CNC shop is equipped with 
horizontal and vertical mills, a vertical turret lathe, and a 
horizontal lathe. Our manual shop is equipped with 
multiple horizontal and vertical lathes and drill presses. 
We have the ability to manufacture or repair all types of 

oil field equipment.

AllAll parts are thoroughly inspected after machining to 
ensure quality control. Our inspection process uses many 
different types of regularly calibrated measuring 
equipment including The FARO Arm (Coordinate 

Measuring Machine).

Vertical Turret Lathes and Horizontal Lathes 

CNC Horizontal Mills

CNC Vertical Turret Lathe

Machining of Ram Change Ports on 
Our Own HDU Blowout Preventer

Horizontal Band Saw
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HEC has the ability to manufacture practically any type of equipment; virtually any size or shape can be made.   Stainless steel ring grooves and 
seal areas are also available.  There is always a wide variety of flanges, spools, tees, studded adapters, flanged adapters, check valves, frac 

valves and frac heads in stock or fabricated in house for custom applications.    

Sand separators, complete snubbing loops, and complete choke manifolds are also available via customer specifications.  Contact a Horn 
Equipment Representative about your custom equipment needs. 



Operating Theory

Bonnet Open, Ram in Closed Position Bonnet Closed, Ram in Closed Position Bonnet closed, Ram in Open Position

Operating Fluids - HU Ram Type BOP’s have 1” NPT connections for the hydraulic operating system. CTHU Ram Type well intervention equipment has 3/4” 
NPT connections for the hydraulic operating system.  Light hydraulic oil of 10 weight or equivalent or passivated water based fluid are suitable operating 
fluids.  If water is used, it’s important that the proper type and amounts of oil and antifreeze are added to prevent corrosion in the operating chambers 
and allow correct operation of the blowout preventer.    

OperatingOperating Pressures -  The rated continuous working pressure is 1,500 psi.  However, pressure can exceed 1,500 psi in 10,000 and 15,000 well bore pressure 
blowout preventers in order to completely close the rams.  Hydraulic pressure can be applied up to 3,000 psi in emergency situations.  Optimal seal life can 
be attained if the hydraulic pressure is limited to 1,500 psi.

StandardStandard bonnet operating fluid data for HU Ram Type are listed in the table below.  One set of rams (2 rams) is the total number of rams it needed to 
completely seal a ram bore cavity.  The closing ratio is the ratio between the pressure in the well bore and the operating-piston pressure needed to close 
the rams against a particular well head pressure.  The opening ratio is the ratio between the pressure in the well bore and the operating piston pressure 
needed to open the rams.  

RoutineRoutine cleaning and flushing of the hydraulics will ensure long life in the operation of the HU Ram Type.   Consult our HEC operations manual for information 
regarding cleaning procedures and routine maintenance.

Operating Capacity



F - Height of Bottom Outlet Center to Face 
   (Corresponding # to flanged/studded configuration)
G - Height of Ram Bore
H - Distance Between Ram Bores (HDU ONLY)
J - Length of Top face to Top of Ram Bore 
     (Corresponding # to flanged/studded configuration)
KK - Width of Body
L - Distance Between Outlets (Specified by Customer)

TOTAL ASSEMBLED WEIGHT (LBS)
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The following information and part 
detail pertain to HORN HS & HD 

model blowout preventers.  All parts 
listed below are Horn Equipment spe-
cific; however additional replace-
ment parts are/may be available for 
different size blowout preventers from 

other manufacturers.  

Total quantity shown HS and HD 
model ram blowout 

preventers.  

* For 11” - 3m Models Only
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The packing gland absorbs any overload from the piston when the 
valve is in the close position.  

The tail stem and the operating stem both have backseating shoul-
ders that allow for complete replacement of stem packing while 
the valve is under working pressure.

The tail stem acts as a balance for the operating stem, compen-
sates for volume displaced in the gate valve chamber, as well as in-
dicating whether the valve is open or closed.  

The following dimensions and engineering information pertain to all 

Horn Equipment drilling and production hydraulically operated 

gate valves. All valves meet or exceed all applicable API standards.  

Additional valve sizes and specifications may be available.  

*Disclaimer - Valve operation assumes proper maintenance and 
use of equipment.

-

-

-

OPEN
CLOSE

Dimensional Data - API Hydraulic Gate Valve

Gate Packing Gland

Locking Screw

Tail Stem

Adjusting Nut

The Hydraulically Actuated Gate 

Valve is sized to operate using 

1500 psi.  The valve can be manually 

closed using the lock screw if equipped 

with the optional closing lock screw.  All other operations are used using the open or close hydraulic ports shown 

above.  The adjusting nut in the cylinder head serves as a stop when the valve is in the open position by limiting piston 

movement.  Any residual pressure from overloading the piston will be absorbed through the adjusting nut.movement.  Any residual pressure from overloading the piston will be absorbed through the adjusting nut.  





The following dimensions and engineering information pertain to all 

Horn Equipment drilling and production manually operated gate 

valves.    All valves meet or exceed all applicable API standards.  

We deliver an industry standard gate valve designed to operate 

safely and reliably with lasting satisfaction in performance.

Additional valve sizes and specifications may be available.  

Dimensional Data - API 3000 PSI Working Pressure

Dimensional Data - API 15000 PSI Working Pressure

Dimensional Data - API 5000 PSI Working Pressure

Dimensional Data - API 10000 PSI Working Pressure
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